
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23 March 2020 

 

Feeding scheme during COVID-19 Time period. 
 

Due to the spread of COVID-19, schools will be closed for an extended period. The problem is that 

disadvantaged kids in Morning Star, Klipheuwel and Fisantekraal rely on the feeding scheme 

the schools provide as their only source of food. They will no longer have access to these feeding 

schemes for the next month. 

 

We have reliable channels to work through … 

I’ve met with a lady who runs the feeding scheme at Alpha Primary in Morning Star. See has a list 

of the names and addresses of the kids who rely on the feeding scheme. I have also liaised with 

the principal of Trevor Manuel school in Fisantekraal who given us the details of more kids. I have 

community representatives in all 3 areas.  

 

Something needs to be done  

We would like to put hampers together to be distributed door to door once per week. These 

hampers would include: Food sanitary products, clothes and games and education material to 

keep the kids busy.  

 

Here’s what we will do 

Every Monday we will pack the hampers at ESCC and Durbanville Gemeente and distribute them 

to respective stations in Fisantekraal, Morning Star and Klipheuwel. From there the community 

representatives will help us distribute the hampers to the residents. 

 

Can you assist us? 

In order to do this, we need donations, volunteers and funding.  

- Donations in the forms of canned products, maize meal, milk, rice, hand sanitizer, soap 

washing power etc. Please call me 074 652 7073 to confirm drop off or collection. 

- Volunteers for packing the hampers and making deliveries.  

- Funding – please see bank details below 

 

We already have bridge funding for this initial period before we get donations and to fill in the 

gaps for any products we do not receive. 

 

 



 

 

This may seem like a dire situation, but it is a profound opportunity for God to move. It also feeds 

into our long-term vision of seeing the kingdom manifested in these economically deprived 

communities. It is also a profound opportunity to build relationship with the community and 

could open the door for future initiatives. 

 

Freely love has been given to us through Jesus, so freely we should give it away. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Enrique Hermanus & Bruce McCallum 

074 652 7073 

 

 

BANK DETAILS  

The easiest way to contribute funds is by EFT to the EL SHADDAI CHRISTIAN CHURCH account or 
using the SnapScan QR Code inserted.  

 

El Shaddai Christian Church 
ABSA Bank 

405 919 1593 

REF: School Feed 

 


